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We investigate the change of Hall conductance induced by band crossing in the Hofstadter spectrum.
Numerical study shows that, if the magnetic flux is p/q flux quanta per plaquette, then the change of the Hall
conductance is qe2/h or 0, depending on whether the energy dispersion near degenerate points is linear or
quadratic. This is consistent with an earlier study by Bellissard ~cond-mat/9504030, unpublished!. We also find
that the change of the Hall conductance is accompanied by the ‘‘transport’’ of a daughter subband between the
degenerate parent bands. A semiclassical explanation of this subtle effect is offered. @S0163-1829~98!08219-8#It is well-known that the Hall conductance of a filled mag-
netic Bloch band is always an integer times e2/h .1,2 This
integer is robust against perturbations from disorder and
electron-electron interaction, as long as the Fermi level re-
mains within an energy gap.3 On the other hand, if the Fermi
level lies within a band, there is no guarantee that the Hall
conductance is an integer. This happens, for example, when
the gap between two bands collapses upon external tuning.
Whenever the gap is reopened, the Hall conductance should
be an integer again — according to Laughlin’s gauge sym-
metry argument.1 However, the integer values before and
after the band crossing may not be the same. Several earlier
studies have tried to explain this phenomenon.4–6 In this re-
port, this subject is studied numerically in more detail.
A model suitable for such an investigation is the tight-
binding model with a strong magnetic field. For such a sys-
tem the band structure in energy-flux coordinate has a highly
complex pattern usually called the Hofstadter spectrum.7 It is
found that when the magnetic flux per plaquette is (p/q)f0,
where p and q are coprime integers and f0 is the flux quan-
tum, a Bloch band will split to q subbands. The distribution
of the Hall conductances among subbands was first obtained
by Thouless et al. by solving the Diophantine equation with
integer-valued variables.2 By tuning the next-nearest neigh-
bor ~NNN! hopping strength txy , we can close the gap be-
tween certain subbands in the Hofstadter spectrum and study
the Hall conductance jump Ds induced by band crossing.
For such a system, the parameter space under consideration
is three dimensional with coordinate kW5(k,txy), where k
5(k1 ,k2) is the magnetic Bloch momentum. According to
the Wigner–von Neumann theorem, we expect the manifold
of degeneracy in the parameter space to be isolated points.8
An early investigation of the band crossing effect for the
Hofstadter spectrum is based on the Dirac fermion model,4 in
which the electrons near the degenerate point kW*
5(k1* ,k2* ,txy* ) are approximated by relativistic 211 dimen-
sional Dirac fermions ~under the assumption that the energy
dispersion En(k) near k* is linear!. Even though this model
can successfully explain the change of Hall conductance due570163-1829/98/57~19!/11895~4!/$15.00to band crossing, it fails to obtain the Hall conductance itself
for a filled band. This problem is remedied later by introduc-
ing hidden massive fermion ‘‘spectators’’ that do not con-
tribute to the jump Ds , but only serve to make up for the
deficient Hall conductivity in the above model.5
For a generic degenerate point in a quantum system, we
can assign to it a topological quantity called the Berry
index.10 If the degenerate point is envisioned as a monopole
that generates the nonholonomic Berry phase in the param-
eter space, then the Berry index can be identified as the
monopole charge. An alternative approach of studying the
Hall conductance jump is to relate the change of s , which
itself is also a topological quantity, to the Berry index of the
band crossing. The advantage of this approach is that it does
not require the relativistic Dirac fermion model and the mas-
sive fermion spectators. Furthermore, the restriction that
En(k) is linear near k* is no longer required. In this report,
we will follow this approach. Besides obtaining numerical
result that verifies an earlier analysis,6 we observe the
‘‘transport’’ of a daughter subband between the two crossing
parent bands upon changing txy . This will be explained us-
ing a simple semiclassical picture.
The band structure of two-dimensional electrons in a rect-
angular lattice with a perpendicular magnetic field can be
solved from a generalized Harper equation,11
A jv j1B jv j111B j*v j215Ev j , ~ j51q !, ~1!
where A j522txcos(kxa12pfj), B j52eikyb@ ty
1txye
i(kxa12pf j1pf)1tyxe
2i(kxa12pf j1pf)# , in which tx ,ty
and txy ,tyx are the nearest-neighbor and NNN hopping
strength, and f is the magnetic flux ~in units of f0) per
plaquette with an area ab . The unknowns v j satisfy the cy-
clic condition v j1q5v j . There are q eigenstates ucr(k)&
(r51,2, . . . ,q) corresponding to the eigenvalues Er(k) of
the generalized Harper equation, where k is defined in the
magnetic Brillouin zone ~MBZ!, @2p/qa ,p/qa#3
@2p/b .p/b# . In this paper, we consider isotropic cases
where a5b51, tx5ty51, and txy5tyx . For f51/3 the en-
ergy spectrum as a function of txy is shown in Fig. 1. It can11 895 © 1998 The American Physical Society
11 896 57BRIEF REPORTSbe seen that the gap between the second subband and the
third subband ~counted from below! closes near
txy* '0.267 949 and 1.0. Figure 2 shows detailed Hofstadter
spectra for these two critical values when the flux is different
from, but close to, 1/3.
The Hall conductance for an energy band can be calcu-
lated by using the Kubo formula.2 The wave functions to be
used in that formula are obtained from solving Eq. ~1!.11,13
The result for txy<1 and q<5 is shown in Table I. For the
case of f51/3, for example, the Hall conductances (1,
22,1) on the left-hand side of the arrow are for the three
bands with txy50. The values are robust against band defor-
mation caused by tuning txy , until txy* .0.2679, at which
value the upper two bands touch ~see Fig. 1! and the Hall
conductances abruptly change to (1,1,22). Band crossing
does not always change the Hall conductance. For example,
the s’s do not change when the two bands touch again at
txy51. Notice that the change of the Hall conductance may
not simply due to the exchange of s’s between two crossing
bands. For example, for f51/4 at txy* .0.923 88, the Hall
conductances for the middle two bands are changed from
(1,1) to (23,5). No matter how, the change of each indi-
vidual s can only be an integer multiple of q . Also, (rsr
remains a constant independent of txy .12
The value of Ds is related to the Berry index of the
degenerate point. Consider a three-dimensional space with
coordinate kW5(k,txy). The Berry curvature for the rth band
is defined as
~Vr~kW !! l5ie lmn (
r8Þr
K crU ]H]km Ucr8L K cr8U ]H]kn UcrL
~Er2Er8!2
, ~2!
in which the summation over m ,n is implied. The Berry
index of the degenerate point kW* is
br~kW*!5
1
2pES2dsnW VW r~kW !, ~3!
FIG. 1. Energy spectrum vs txy for a magnetic flux f51/3.
There are two critical points at txy'0.267 949 and txy51.0.where S2 is a two-dimensional surface enclosing kW* and nW is
an unit normal vector pointing outward on S2. The change of
the Hall conductance induced by band crossing is equal to
the sum of the Berry indices at all touching points within one
MBZ, Dsr5(kW*PMBZbr(kW*).6
The integration in Eq. ~3! can be calculated by choosing a
very small sphere S2 in Eq. ~3!, where the Hamiltonian near
the degenerate point kW* of two crossing bands can be written
as
H5E0I1hW ~kW2kW*!sW , ~4!
where I is a 232 identity matrix and sW is the vector of the
Pauli matrices. We will denote the eigenvectors correspond-
ing to the eigenvalues E6(kW )5E06Ah121h221h32 as u6&.
Substituting the H above into Eq. ~2!, we have the Berry












FIG. 2. The Hofstadter spectra for ~a! txy* '0.267 949 and ~b!
txy* 51.0. Only the regions near the touching points for the upper
two bands are shown.
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number’’ of the mapping from S2(kW )!S2(hW ). It is a topo-
logical quantity where a deformation of S2 would not change
its value.9
By using Eq. ~5!, b6 can be calculated as long as the form
of hW (kW ) near the degenerate point is known. It can be shown
that:6 ~1! If hW (kW ) is linear in kW , then the wrapping number of
the mapping S2(kW )!S2(hW ) is one and therefore the Berry
index is 61. This is the same as the result obtained from the
Dirac fermion model; ~2! If hW (kW ) is quadratic in k ~but re-
mains linear in txy), then b562 or 0, depending on whether
the surface S2(hW ) encloses kW* or not.
Instead of using Eqs. ~4! and ~5!, we integrate the Berry
curvature in Eq. ~2! directly to calculate the Berry index. The
numerical result being obtained is consistent with the above
rules. For example, near the point txy* 50.2679, the energy
dispersion is of the form @see Fig. 3~a!#,
E2,3~k!5E06constA~kx2kx*!21~ky2ky*!2, ~6!
where k*5(0,lp/3), l50,62. This obviously corresponds
to the case where hW (kW ) is linear in kW . By choosing the surface
S2 as the surface of a small box containing the critical point
(k*,txy* ), the integration in Eq. ~3! for the upper band
(r53) gives us an integer 21.13 Thus, the change of the
TABLE I. Change of Hall conductance induced by band cross-
ing ~critical values of txy are indicated above the arrows!. Because
of the electron-hole symmetry, we have sr
(f)52sq2r
(12f) ~compar-
ing the rows for p/q51/3 and 2/3!. Therefore, for q.3, only the
cases with f,1/2 are shown.
p/q (s1 ,s2 , . . . ,sq),




























0.743729 (22,3,3,27,3)Hall conductance for the upper band is equal to 23 ~because
of the threefold degeneracy in a MBZ!, which agrees with
Table I. The result is independent of the size of S2 as long as
the box contains only one critical kW*. In general, for f
5p/q , the number of degenerate points in a MBZ is an in-
teger multiple of q ~due to the q-fold degeneracy!. There-
fore, the change of the Hall conductance Ds must be an
integer multiple of q .
For p/q51/3, there is another point, txy* 51.0, at which
two bands touch. However, unlike the above case, the energy
dispersion is quadratic, instead of linear, near the degenerate
point @see Fig. 3~b!#,
E2,3~k!5E06constA~kx2kx*!2~ky2ky*!2, ~7!
where k*5(p/3,pl/3) for l561,3. For this case, we find
that b6 are zero and therefore the Hall conductances are not
changed by the band crossing. This result agrees with the
wrapping-number calculation using Eq. ~5!. Within the range
being investigated (q<7 and txy<1), we do not find an
example where the band crossing in the Hofstadter spectrum
induces Ds52q or higher values. Nevertheless, the possi-
bility of having them for larger q or txy still exists.
The Berry curvature Vn(k) and the energy spectrum
En(k) are two independent quantities characterizing a mag-
netic Bloch band.14 It is clear that, despite the jump of the
FIG. 3. The local energy dispersion En(k) near the degenerate
point at ~a! txy* '0.267 949 and ~b! txy* 51.0 ~for a magnetic flux
f51/3). Because of the threefold degeneracy in a MBZ, only one-
third of the MBZ is shown.
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continuous ~see Fig. 1!. We call the crossing energy bands
being studied the parent bands. By adding an extra magnetic
flux, each parent band will be spilt into subbands, which are
called daughter bands. We find that a nonzero jump of the s
for a parent band exerts a subtle influence on the daughter
subbands. Figure 4 shows that the jump of the Hall conduc-
tivity at txy* 50.2679 is accompanied by a ‘‘transport’’ of one
daughter subband between two parent bands. Similar phe-
nomenon is also found in some molecular systems.15 How-
ever, the same phenomenon is not observed at another cross-
ing point txy* 51, where Ds50.
FIG. 4. Energy spectrum vs txy for a flux f520/61. There are
three main branches with 61 subbands. One subband in the middle
branch levitates to the top branch near txy* '0.267 949.We would like to point out that for this case the trans-
ported subband moves toward the parent band with s522.
This fits the following semiclassical picture: The daughter
subbands generated by a magnetic flux f that is close to, but
different from, 1/3 can be understood as the ‘‘Landau lev-
els’’ in a parent band due to the extra flux df5f21/3. By
using the fact that the cyclotron orbits in k space are discrete,
because of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule, and are
bounded by the MBZ, we can calculate the number Dr of the
Landau levels allowed for the rth parent band. The result
turns out to be Dr5u1/(qdf)1sru/q .13 For Fig. 4, df
520/6121/3521/183 and q53. Therefore, the parent
band with s522 has a larger capacity for the split subbands
~21 of them, compared to 20 for the other two parent bands
with s51). The movement of the subband in Fig. 4 is con-
sistent with this rule.
One final comment: It can be seen from Fig. 2 that there is
a dramatic difference between the sublevel distributions near
the band-touching points caused by different txy* ’s. It is a
direct manifestation of the Landau-level distribution, which
is closely related to the form of En(k) of the parent band near
k*. For a linear degenerate point (txy* '0.2679), the Landau-
level energy en is proportional to Andf ,16 which fits the
distribution in Fig. 2~a!. On the other hand, for a parabolic
degenerate point (txy* 51), en increases linearly with ndf
@see Fig. 2~b!# and resembles the usual Landau-level spacing
near the bottom of a conduction band. Therefore, simply by
looking at the Hofstadter spectrum near a band crossing
point, it is possible to have a hint of the form of En(k) and
the value of Ds without actually calculating it.
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